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SheilA AnD Bill AliGn on “BolD AnD BeAutiful!”
By Donald Thompson

HOLLYWOOD—What in the
world is going on at “The Bold
and the Beautiful?” If you want
to talk about some delicious
narrative look no further than
the twist of Bill Spencer aligning with Sheila Carter. Yes,
you heard me correctly people
Bill is romantically linked to
Sheila and it does not seem to
be a ploy. I mean when Sheila
arrived at Steffy and Finn’s
beach house unexpected, I expected her to plead for forgiveness, but never did I expect
Bill to show his face and plan
to threaten blackmail if Sheila
headed to jail.
Steffy was erratic and in disbelief, so was Finn who could
not understand why Bill was
willing to work with Sheila after helping bust her the first
time around when she held
Finn captive and nearly killed
Li in the process. However,
Sheila has somehow wooed
Bill to be her protector and a
secret from the past resurfaced: who shot Bill Spencer
during that time where he was
one of the best villains in the
soap arena. The suspect listed
was heavy, but in the end it was
Taylor Hayes who shot Bill
thinking he took advantage of
her daughter.
When Steffy learned that
Sheila knew what Taylor did to
Bill her worst fears came to

Things are getting crazy on "The Bold and the
Beautiful."
light. Sheila has leverage over
her and that is not a good
thing at all people. As a result,
Steffy pleaded with Bill not to
allow Sheila to get away with
her crimes, as Bill said she
understood him and deserved
a second chance. Ok, in what
world. This woman has killed
people, attempted to kill people,
and you think it’s ok to align
with her because your ego was
bruised by Brooke, Katie and
Justin, all people you betrayed.
Ok, Bill, you’re a man that
burnt plenty of bridges and
you’re now being forced to
face the music.
I cannot understand Bill’s
angle because he later called
the police on Sheila to turn her
in with some sort of master
plan to help her gain her freedom. In what world, attempt-

ed murder on not 1, not 2, but
at least 3 people. Not to mention a host of other crimes. In
addition, Deacon should be
careful because his role in
helping her escape the authorities might be exposed as
well and all will go spiraling in
regards to his relationship with
Hope and Brooke.
Wyatt is back in the foray and
the character hasn’t had a storyline in at least 2 years it
seems. His concern is Bill, as he
and Liam are aware Sheila was
at Bill’s house and their dad
avoided answering the question. However, Katie who is always able to pierce Bill’s heart
considered him a hero for turning Sheila in. Could this be
Bill’s plan to get Katie back because it’s bold, but it could potentially work, but her rela-

tionship with Carter is really
heating up and I’m just glad to
see some power players in Don
Diamont and Heather Tom getting storylines after being ignored for months on the soap
for the Brooke, Taylor and
Ridge storyline.
With that said, Ridge and
the rest of the power players
dropped the bomb on Thomas
Forrester who was fired from
Forrester Creations. He seemed
taken aback with that news
and showed a bit of remorse,
but it was too late, the hammer
has been dropped, but it raises
the question of rather Thomas
will fully embrace his dark side
or will he make an effort to truly change? Thomas as a villain
I could embrace fully because
it feels like there is so much
story to tell there.
I mean a Thomas and Sheila
in an alliance with Bill on the
side that could be a dangerous
trio that could cause all sorts of
havoc in Los Angeles for some
of our favorite players. With
Sheila behind bars, I’m trying
to wrap my brain behind this
masterplan Bill has cooked up
to get her off. I mean attempted murder with evidence to
prove it is not something you
can just wiggle out. I hope the
writers have a convincing tale
for the fans.

‘the hook’ finAlly reveAleD on “GenerAl hoSPitAl!”
By Donald Thompson

HOLLYWOOD—Again, talk
about the ABC soap “General
Hospital” disappointing viewers
with a big reveal that viewers
eagerly await for. Did I expect
for the writers to FINALLY
clue the audience into the person who has been hooking
people in Port Charles? Not really. Any guesses as to who
that person is? I’ll give you a
clue it’s a person I suspected
who was NOT possible as the
suspect? SPOILER ALERT: it is
Heather Webber? Yes, the person who has been hooking
people in PC has been Heather
Webber? Like what the hell is
this? This feels like the biggest
let down that I can think of
America.
Why? It makes virtually no
sense. This woman is supposed
to be under watch at Shady
Brook, but instead she has
found a way to sneak in and out
this facility whenever she feels
like hooking someone? How in
the hell is no one witnessing or
catching this? I mean Ryan
Chamberlain himself seems
dumbfounded at the fact that
his former lover and the mother to his child is attacking people exacting vengeance on their
daughter Esme who they believe has been wronged, yet she
has committed all sorts of mischievous deeds.
It looks like another casualty has been claimed as a result
of Heather, Dr. Britt Westbrook. This is the worst possible way for Britt to vacate the
soap as she dies after getting
scrapped by Heather’s hook
that had venom in it. Saving
Josslyn Jacks of all people? I’m
sorry Joss is one hell of an annoying character, she is Carly
personified, but worse. She is
so high and mighty, yet, you’re
cheating on your boyfriend
with Dex, who is working with
Michael to take down Sonny.
Here’s the problem: I suspect
both Joss, Michael and Dex
will be in for a major shocker

"General Hospital" airs Monday - Friday, on ABC
(check local listings). (ABC/Christine Bartolucci).
when Sonny realizes what his
son has been up to behind his
back.
Truth be told I’m all for it. I
cannot wait for Cameron to
find out what Joss has been up
to so that she’ll have to face the
music and atone for her sins. I
mean she took her relationship
with Dex to the next level after
he saved her from Heather’s
Hook, but I expect some guilt
in play when she discovers
Britt died as a result of her intervening. When the truth
about Dex and Michael’s plan is
revealed, Dex could be knocking at Death’s door and it will
be intriguing to see how this
plays out.
Speaking of Britt, her escape from The Hook had me relieved until Liesl realized her
daughter was cut before she
started to have trouble breathing. Remember Liesl already
lost one child in Nathan, and

now losing Britt, this woman is
about to spiral and it will not be
in a good way so Heather, Ryan
and Esme should all be worried
because this woman was a
wicked villain who worked
alongside Cesar Faison before
she reformed herself, but this
tragedy is about to strike, Brad,
Maxie, Liesl and Nina extremely
hard people very hard.
So with Heather exposed,
the question that now comes to
light is who will be her final or
big victim before everyone discovers she’s the culprit because c’mon let’s face it we
haven’t had a really big death
yet. “GH” is afraid to go the
route of “Days of Our Lives”
when their Salem Stalker was
claiming a major victim week
after week and left audiences
stunned each time. Right now,
I’m not stunned, but seeing
Dex, Joss, Cameron, Spencer or
Trina bite it would be exciting,

but let’s take Trina and Spencer
off the list, the OTHER THREE
they can all go.
However, let’s talk about another big bomb: Esme escaped
Wyndemere and was exposed.
Yeah, she started a fire that allowed her to escape when Nikolas tried to extinguish the fire.
She jumped from the same region she was pushed from
months ago. The difference:
the weather way more wicked
and Esme is pregnant. Nikolas
was in panic mode, so was
Elizabeth. However, it was
Spencer and Trina who got the
shock when they came face-toface with their nemesis just as
they were about to kiss. The big
bomb: they learned she was
pregnant and it was obvious
that Spencer’s brain started to
churn with the notion that his
father could be Esme’s baby
daddy.
This should be all the evidence Trina, Spencer and Dante
need to realize that Esme is not
the Hook after the latest attack
if she was in frigid waters fighting for her life. Start looking
elsewhere people because it
ain’t Esme it’s her twisted
mother! With that said Michael
proposed to Willow whose
leukemia is getting worse by
the minute and his desire to
take down Sonny is concerning
Dante and Sam, who even
warned Joss to fallback.
Ava was indeed stunned
when she discovered Esme is
pregnant and she knew immediately Nikolas was the father which I think is going to
be the dagger people. This worries me because I think
Heather’s final and biggest victim is going to be Nikolas Cassadine as she attempts to
avenge her daughter and his
death would be one that shocks
PC people because it will indeed
be a game changer to see a Cassadine bite the dust and how
many lives will be upended as
a result.

AnitA Pointer, of the Pointer SiSterS DeAD At 74
By Anita Brown

BEVERLY HILLS—On December 31, Anita Pointer,
the lead vocalist of the 70s
and 80s group, The Pointer
Sisters, passed away at her
home in Beverly Hills home
at the age of 74. According to
her publicist, Roger Neal,
she died of cancer.
The Pointer Sisters started
singing with Anita as the
lead and her three sisters,
June, Ruth, and Bonnie serving as backup. Bonnie left the
singing quartet in 1977 as
she pursued a solo career.
The girls had two brothers,
Fritz, and Aaron that did not
sing with their sisters professionally.
Anita is proceeded in death
by her sister June who died of
cancer in 2006. She was 52.
Bonnie died of cardiac arrest
in 2020 at age of 69. Anita is
survived by her sister June,
and her two brothers, Aaron
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“the ovAl” recAP: ‘the StorieS We tell’
By LaDale Anderson

HOLLYWOOD—The viewers
want answers and after that
climatic episode before the
one week break “The Oval”
returned this week with, ‘The
Stories We Tell’ that witnessed Kareem in a tizzy after discovering Barry’s bloodied body in his bedroom. He
returned to the pharmacy
in a mood that worried Dale
and Sharon. Kareem questioned Dale, but didn’t clue
him into what actually transpired. Just spit it out Kareem, if anything you should
be contacting the authorities
to alert the public, but instead he kicked Dale out
which is boggling my mind
people and will find yourself
culpable in Barry’s death.
Sharon was worried about
Dale and planned to call
Nancy to alert here, but little does she know Nancy is at
that camp. Back at the White
House, Victoria and Donald
being flabbergasted by
Hunter’s news that Jason is
very much alive. Victoria
made it clear if she goes
down everyone is going down
with her including Donald
who is twitching in his pants.
Oh, I loved seeing Hunter
gloat it was a fabulous good
time. I am actually starting
to respect and like Hunter
more and more.
Victoria started to suspect
Donald as being up to no
good. Seeing these two at
each other’s throats was simply delicious TV. Allan found
himself in a dicey situation
with Jason holding him at
gunpoint and calling Ellie
names. Allan reasoned with
Jason the best way possible
and he did a good job at
calming the First Son down,
who was still on high alert.
Back at the Vice President
headquarters, Simone decided to have a conversation with Bobby where they
chatted about the predicament involving the so-called
evidence that she was in

The truth about Jason was finally unveiled on "The Oval."

doubt about. Bobby pointed
out that Eli might be culpable, which Simone immediately denied, but sweetie you
would be wrong. Your husband is indeed working with
the enemy. Simone asked
for Bobby’s help to verify
the evidence that has suddenly dropped from thin air.
The pieces of the puzzle are
starting to connect.
Kyle asked Max to forgive
him, knowing he was telling
a complete lie. Yeah, Kyle the
notion of you and Max being
friends is never going to
happen. Sam interrupted and
I was reminded that Kyle
also shot Sam nearly killing
him. So Kyle has two enemies who would love to see
him dead, and I mean dead.
Sam and Max discussed Eli’s
apology tour with POTUS
and we have a third party,
scratch that, fourth party
who doesn’t believe the lie.
Sam, Max, Simone and Bobby all suspect Eli is hiding
something.

Donald was hyperventilating as he informed Kyle that
Jason is very much alive.
Kyle proposed that Sam
might be culpable in swapping Jason’s body from the
hospital and it got Donald’s
wheels churning. Kyle is
jealous, and Donald is jealous
that Kyle had a little fun
without him. Yeah, Kyle continue to push Donald’s buttons it is fun to witness.
Victoria
interrupted
Priscilla and Richard and
barbs were traded between
the two ladies as expected.
Victoria tried to rattle Priscilla by talking about Sam, but
it didn’t get under Priscilla’s
skin. I love that Priscilla
speaks her mind and never
apologizes for it. Sam
learned from David that Jason found a way to escape
and it left Sam in a state of
disarray. Priscilla was calling
for Sam, but he did his best
to avoid to the situation.
Kyle was starting to poke
on Sam’s whereabouts, un-

aware that he’s playing
around with a master.
Lily received a visit from a
doctor to treat her from her
gunshot wound and he
seemed pretty worried about
Lily’s condition. Wow, this so
called doctor is actually a veterinarian. Yeah, I would not
allow this guy to treat me.
Alonzo was rattled when Max
questioned him about doing Hunter’s dirty work.
Alonzo was gracious that
Max clued him on how
Hunter behaves and to be
careful in the process.
Victoria did not like hearing Sam turn her down noting that Priscilla is the only
woman he has eyes for. Victoria you are looking desperate honey and it is not a
cute look, just as Priscilla
walked in on the room. Busted, Sam. I still cannot believe
that Kareem is just keeping
his mouth shut about Barry
being dead, like the truth is
going to come out. Until
next Tuesday “Oval” fanatics!

eArth, WinD, AnD fire Drummer freD White DieS
By Sharon Stice

CHICAGO, IL—On Monday,
January 1, Verdine White percussionist for the 70s and
80s band, Earth, Wind, and
Fire, announced the death
of his brother, and drummer
of the band, Frederick Eugene
White. He was 67. The cause
of death has not been released to the public.
“Our family is saddened today with the loss of an amazing and talented family member, our beloved brother Frederick Eugene ‘Freddie’ White.
He joins our brothers Maurice, Monet, and Ronald in
heaven and is now drumming with the angels!,” Verdine stated.
Maurice was the founder
and bassist of the Earth,
Wind, and Fire. According to
his brother, Verdine, Freddie
was fourth in the family lineup.
In 2022, the band celebrated its 45th anniversary.
White, was one of the original
nine of Earth, Wind, and Fire.
Freddie began drumming at
nine years old and started
playing professionally at the
age of 16.
White played with Linda
Ronstadt, and Donny Hathaway prior to joining his siblings in 1974, in what was referred to by many as, “The
Golden Era.”
The band produced dozens
of songs including hits “September,”, “Shining Star,”

Fred White.

“Mighty, Mighty,” “Reasons,”
“Shining Star,” “Boogie Wonderland,” “After the Love Has
Gone,” and “Devotion.”
They won seven Grammy
awards, and four American
Music awards. They were inducted into the Rock and

Roll Hall of Fame along with
the Vocal Group Hall of Fame.
The band sold over 90 million albums worldwide and
made the list of best-selling
music artists, ranking number 60 in VH1’s list of 100
Greatest Artists of Rock and

Roll.
Rolling Stone magazine
called Earth, Wind, and Fire,
“Innovative, precise, yet sensual, calculated, yet galvanizing,” and said, the band,
“Changed the sound of black
pop.”
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Declaration of Principles

Anita Pointer.
and Fritz.
Some of the Pointer Sister’s greatest were; “He’s So
Shy,” “I’m So Excited,” “Neutron Dance,” “You Gotta Believe,” “Jada,” “We Are The

Bhaskhar D

World,” and “Fairytale.”
Roger Neal reported that
The Pointer Sisters were the
first African American group
to perform at, The Grand
Ole Opry, and the first con-

temporary act to perform at
the San Francisco Opera
House. The group won three
Grammy Awards and had 13
top 20 hit songs from 19731985.
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